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Future Opportunities: Many topics!
• Multi-messenger astronomy

– sites of r-process heavy element production, BNS vs NSBH, etc.
• Equation of state of dense nuclear matter

– size of neutron stars; are there phase transitions beyond 
nucleons?

• Cosmology with standard sirens
– Hubble parameter, dark energy equation of state and its variation 

with redshift
• Strong field tests of general relativity

– binary black hole orbital dynamics
• Testing the black hole hypothesis

– BH no-hair theorem, horizon structure, echoes, ...
• New fields and novel compact objects

– ultra-light bosonic fields, axions, boson stars, extremely compact 
objects

• Primordial stochastic backgrounds
– early universe phase transitions, cosmic strings, etc.

29 July 2022 Sutton - GW Future Opportunities - Onassis Lectures 2022

3 Overview

Figure 3.1: Central science themes and objectives that will be addressed by Cosmic Explorer. Cosmic
Explorer’s greatly increased sensitivity over today’s detectors provides access to significantlymore sources,
spread out over cosmic time, as well as high-fidelity measurements of strong, nearby sources. §� provides
a more detailed description of the science enabled by Cosmic Explorer. Descriptions and credits for
images to left, from top to bottom: A timeline of the universe, N.R.Fuller, National Science Foundation;
Merging neutron stars, Aurore Simonnet, Sonoma State University; Black hole and mystery object, Alex
Andrix, independent artist and Virgo/EGO.

The gravitational-wave discoveries by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo have opened a
new window on the universe. There is significant international interest in and mobilization
toward developing a next generation of ground-based gravitational-wave observatories capable
of observing gravitational waves throughout the history of star formation and exploring the
workings of gravity at its most turbulent and extreme. Broad and detailed community studies of
thepotential for anetworkof suchobservatories (and its synergywithother types of gravitational-
wave observatories and electromagnetic and astro-particle observatories) have been organized
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Some Key References
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A Horizon Study forA Horizon Study for
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Science, Observatories, and CommunityScience, Observatories, and Community

Einstein Telescope
Design Report Update 2020

ET Steering Committee Editorial Team
released September 2020
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V. Kalgera et al., 2111.06990
M. Maggiore et al. 1912.02622
B. P. Abbott et al., 1304.0670
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Exploring Binary Evolution
Gravitational Wave Rates and Distribution Shapes 3

` Label Variation

A fiducial –

B V = 0.25 fixed mass transfer e�ciency of V = 0.25
C V = 0.5 fixed mass transfer e�ciency of V = 0.5
D V = 0.75 fixed mass transfer e�ciency of V = 0.75
E unstable/no case BB case BB mass transfer is always unstable

F E + K
case BB mass transfer is always unstable &
HG donor stars initiating a CE may survive

G U = 0.1 CE e�ciency parameter U = 0.1
H U = 0.5 CE e�ciency parameter U = 0.5
I U = 2 CE e�ciency parameter U = 2
J U = 10 CE e�ciency parameter U = 10
K optimistic CE HG donor stars initiating a CE may survive

L rapid SN Fryer rapid SN remnant mass model
M <NS = 2 M� maximum NS mass is fixed to 2 M�

N <NS = 3 M� maximum NS mass is fixed to 3 M�

O no PISN no PISN and pulsational-PISN
P f

1⇡
rms = 100 km s�1

f
1D
rms = 100 km s�1 for core-collapse SNe

Q f
1⇡
rms = 30 km s�1

f
1D
rms = 30 km s�1 for core-collapse SNe

R Ek,BH = 0 we assume BHs receive no natal kick

S 5WR = 0.1 Wolf-Rayet wind factor 5WR = 0.1
T 5WR = 5 Wolf-Rayet wind factor 5WR = 5

Table 1. List of the 20 binary population synthesis models studied in this
work. ` and ‘Label’ denote the alphabetical letter and abbreviated name used
to label each model, ‘Variation’ denotes what we changed compared to the
fiducial settings (model A). Models B, C, D, E and F vary mass transfer
assumptions, models G, H, I, J and K vary common-envelope assumptions,
models L, M, N, O, P, Q and R vary supernova assumptions and models S
and T vary our Wolf-Rayet wind assumptions. Acronyms used are: common-
envelope (CE), Hertzsprung Gap (HG), supernova (SN) neutron star (NS),
black hole (BH) and pair-instability SN (PISN). We additionally use the
subscripts root-mean-square (rms), one-dimensional (1D) and Wolf-Rayet
(WR). Each model varies one assumption compared to the fiducial model,
except for model F where we vary two assumptions (namely those from model
E and K; unstable case BB and optimistic CE)

.

Soberman et al. 1997) and the angular momentum loss is calculated
accordingly (cf., Equations 32 and 33 in Belczynski et al. 2008).
Our fiducial model (A) assumes the accretion rate is limited by the
star’s thermal timescale: d"acc/dC  10"acc/gKH, where gKH is the
Kelvin-Helmholtz (thermal) timescale2, and the factor of 10 is added
to take into account the expansion of the accretor due to mass transfer
(cf., Paczy�ski & Sienkiewicz 1972, Hurley et al. 2002 and Schnei-
der et al. 2015). Models B, C and D assume a di�erent accretion rate
limit for stars by fixing V to 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively. All of
our models assume an Eddington-limited accretion rate for compact
objects. In our fiducial model we assume that case BB mass transfer,
which is mass transfer from a stripped post-helium-burning star onto
the accretor (Delgado & Thomas 1981), is always stable. Model E
explores a variation where case BB (and case BC, but these are more
rare) mass transfer is assumed to always be unstable, leading to a CE
phase. This assumption causes case BB mass transferring systems
to merge as stars in model E as our fiducial model assumes the now
unstable CE phase initiated by a (helium) Hertzsprung Gap star is
unsuccessful and leads to a merger (as described further in the ‘pes-

2 Given in Equation 61 of Hurley et al. (2002), where we use a pre-factor of
30 Myr from Equation 2 in Kalogera & Webbink (1996).

simistic CE assumption’ in the next paragraph). We therefore also
add model F, which explores the e�ect of assuming unstable case BB
mass transfer, but allowing Hertzsprung Gap donor stars to survive
a CE phase (the ‘optimistic CE assumption’).

In models G, H, I, J and K we explore the e�ect of changing the
CE prescription assumptions, which in COMPAS are parameterized
using the ‘U–_’ formalism from Webbink (1984) and de Kool (1990).
Our fiducial model assumes a CE e�ciency of UCE = 1 and uses
for _ the “Nanjing lambda” prescription (cf., Dominik et al. 2012),
which is based on models from Xu & Li (2010a,b). In models G, H,
I and J we change the CE e�ciency to fixed values of 0.1, 0.5, 2 and
10, respectively. Compared to the fiducial model, lower and higher
values of UCE reduce and increase the e�ciency with which the CE is
ejected, respectively. In model K (and model F) we allow Hertzsprung
gap stars that initiate a CE to possibly survive the CE (also known
as the ‘optimistic’ CE assumption), whereas in our fiducial model
these are assumed to always lead to an unsuccessful CE ejection (and
merger), the ‘pessimistic’ CE scenario (cf., Dominik et al. 2012).

In models L, M, N, O, P, Q and R we vary the SN prescription
assumptions. In model L we use the ‘rapid’ SN remnant mass model
of Fryer et al. (2012) instead of their ‘delayed’ model, which is
implemented in our fiducial model. The rapid model creates a mass
gap between ⇡ 2�6 M� , where no BHs form, whereas in the delayed
model such BHs can form. Models M and N change our assumption
for the maximum NS mass, by default 2.5 M� , to 2 M� and 3 M� ,
respectively and we adapt the remnant mass prescription from Fryer
et al. (2012) accordingly. In model O we do not use the prescription
for pair-instability SNe and pulsational pair-instability SNe, therefore
allowing the formation of BHs in the mass range of⇡ 40�100 M� . In
models P and Q we change the root mean square velocity dispersion
(f1D

rms) for the Maxwellian SN natal kick distribution for both BHs
and NSs, to 100 km s�1 and 30 km s�1, respectively (the fiducial
model uses f1D

rms = 265 km s�1). For all our models we assume that
a fraction of the ejected material ( 5fb) falls back onto the compact
object and we adjust the remnant mass and re-scale the SN kick
magnitude accordingly (cf., Fryer et al. 2012). For ultra-stripped
SNe and electron-capture SNe we always draw the SN kick using
a one-dimensional root-mean-square velocity dispersion of f1⇡

rms =
30 km s�1 following Pfahl et al. (2002) and Podsiadlowski et al.
(2004). In model R we assume instead that only all BHs receive zero
natal kicks, Ek = 0 km s�1.

Finally, models S and T explore the assumptions for the mass loss
rate in Wolf-Rayet winds. Our Wolf-Rayet wind prescription follows
Belczynski et al. (2010), which is based on Hamann & Koesterke
(1998) and Vink & de Koter (2005), by parameterizing the wind
strength with a multiplicative parameter 5WR (cf., Barrett et al. 2018).
By default we use 5WR = 1 and in models S and T we vary this to 0.1
and 5, respectively, which largely spans the possible range for Wolf-
Rayet winds inferred from observations (e.g., Vink 2017; Hamann
et al. 2019; Shenar et al. 2019; Sander & Vink 2020).

2.2 Metallicity-dependent star formation rate density models

The time between formation and merger of a DCO can range up to
many Gyr (e.g., NeÚssel et al. 2019). As a result, the DCOs that are
detected by current ground-based GW observatories can originate
from stars that formed throughout a wide range of redshifts with a
large variety of birth metallicities (e.g., Chru�li�ska & Nelemans
2019). Similar to Paper I, we follow the method of NeÚssel et al.
(2019) to create a metallicity-dependent star formation rate density
S(/ , I), which describes the star formation history as a function of

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2021)
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F. Broekgaarden et al. 2112.05763

(20 binary stellar evolution models) ×
(metallicity-dependent star formation 
rate densities) 

= 560 Universe realisations

Gravitational Wave Rates and Distribution Shapes 5

Figure 1. Formation yield of merging double compact objects per solar mass of star formation, Rform = d#form/d"SFR (Equation 1), as a function of birth
metallicity / . The yield only includes binaries that have GW-driven inspiral times . 14 Gyr. From top to bottom the panels show the formation yields for
merging BHBH, BHNS and NSNS, respectively. Each color and marker type correspond to one of the 20 binary population synthesis models explored in this
study (Table 1). The dark and light gray areas in the background mark where the formation yield is larger and smaller compared to our fiducial model (A) yield.
Vertical dotted lines show fixed / values to guide the reader. The marker points show the / grid values that we simulated with COMPAS in each simulation. The
sharp increase in yield around / ⇡ 0.0105, particularly visible in the NSNS panel, is caused by an artificial bifurcation in our _ values for the common-envelope
treatment in COMPAS at this / . The scatter in the unstable case BB mass transfer model (E) in the NSNS panel is caused by sampling noise. ��

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2021)
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average distance to which we can 
detect a NS-NS merger with SNR>8

29 July 2022

Outlook for LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA/LIGO-India

(330 Mpc / 130 Mpc)^3 = 16.

73 BBH detections in O3 -> 1200 BBH / year in O5 
O(10) BNS and NSBH / year
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Constraining Binary Evolution Models 
Constraining BBH Formation Models with GW Observations 3

Figure 1. Chirp mass distributions for the field and cluster population models. Each panel shows the independently normalized distri-
butions of sources generated (filled histogram) and sources weighted by detectability (unfilled histogram). For reference, the chirp masses
of the four likely gravitational-wave events (GW150914, GW151226, GW170104, and LVT151012) are plotted, with the outer lines repre-
senting the 90% credible region. The top, middle, and bottom panels show the distributions for fallback, proportional, and full natal kick
prescriptions, respectively. We construct each model using one kick magnitude prescription, comprised of equal abundances from the four
submodels described in items 2 and 3 of Section 2.1.

parting di↵erent amounts of linear velocity to the
newly formed black holes in the binary. One model,
the fallback kick prescription, assumes that some
fraction of the mass ejected during core collapse
will “fallback” on the black hole:

V
BH

kick
= (1� ffallback)V

NS

kick
. (1)

The fraction of material that falls back is propor-
tional to the core mass of the black hole progenitor.
The second model, the proportional kick prescrip-
tion, assumes that the kick imparted to the black
hole is reduced by the ratio of the neutron star mass
to the black hole mass:

V
BH

kick
=

mNS

mBH

V
NS

kick
(2)

where we assume mNS = 2.5M� for all systems,
as this value represents the hypothetical ‘bound-
ary’ between neutron stars and black holes in most
population synthesis codes. The final kick prescrip-
tion, called the full kick prescription, assumes that
the black hole kick is equal to the full kick velocity
imparted on the neutron star:

V
BH

kick
= V

NS

kick
. (3)

2. Two di↵ering kick directions. In one model we as-
sume kicks are isotropically distributed in solid an-
gle around the exploding star, which is the common
assumption in population models. However, obser-
vations of pulsars have suggested a correlation be-
tween the kick direction and spin axis (Kaplan et al.
2008), motivating the inclusion of a polar kick pre-
scription where the kicks are confined to 10� cones
about the rotational axis of the progenitor star.

3. Two di↵erent methods of accounting for uncertain-
ties in the realignment of the component spin axes
after the first supernova. One model allows for re-
alignment of the binary after the first kick, whereas
the other model does not realign. Though this does
not have an e↵ect on the mass distributions of the
field population models, it has a substantial e↵ect
on the spin distributions of the resultant BBHs.

All these variations in model assumptions largely af-
fect the resultant spin-tilt distributions of the binaries.
However, only kick magnitudes play a substantial role
in the final distribution of BBH chirp masses. As seen
in Figure 1, stronger kick prescriptions flatten out the
relative abundance of low-mass binaries in field models;
these systems acquire larger linear velocities from the

29 July 2022 Sutton - GW Future Opportunities - Onassis Lectures 2022

M. Zevin et al.,
Ap 846:82 (2017)

BH birth “kick”
scenarios

BBH
birthplace
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Constraining Binary Evolution Models 
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M. Zevin et al.,
Ap 846:82 (2017)

b = fraction of binaries from clusters (vs. field)
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Stochastic Gravitational-Wave Backgrounds

S T O C H A S T I C  B A C K G R O U N D  
L A N D S C A P E

slow-roll inflation 

stiff equation of state 

axion inflation 

early universe phase 
transitions 

cosmic strings
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A Detectable Astrophysical Background
12
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FIG. 5. Fiducial model predictions for the GWB from BBHs, BNSs, and NSBHs, along with current and projected sensitivity
curves. In the left panel we show 90% credible bands for the GWB contributions from BNS and BBH mergers. Whereas
the BNS uncertainty band illustrates purely the statistical uncertainties in the BNS merger rate, the BBH uncertainty band
additionally includes systematic uncertainties in the binary mass distribution, as described in the main text. As no unambiguous
NSBH detections have been made, we only show an upper limit on the possible contribution from such systems. The right
panel compares the combined BBH and BNS energy density spectra, and 2� power-law integrated (PI) curves for O2, O3, and
projections for the HLV network at design sensitivity, and the A+ detectors. The solid blue line shows the median estimate
of ⌦BBH+BNS(f) as a function of frequency, while the shaded blue band illustrates 90% credible uncertainties. The dashed
line, meanwhile, marks our projected upper limit on the total GWB, including our upper limit on the contribution from NSBH
mergers.

contour can be excluded on the basis of a GWB non-
detection. Direct BBH detections, meanwhile, allow for
a measurement of �1, but are not expected to meaning-
fully constrain zpeak, which likely lies beyond the horizon
of Advanced LIGO and Virgo. The direct BBH detec-
tions in GWTC-1 only allowed for a weak upper limit on
�1: �1  13.7. The non-detection of the GWB in O2
therefore ruled out a considerable portion of otherwise
available parameter space. Improved measurements due
to GWTC-2, though, have revised estimates of �1 down-
wards to �1 = 1.3+2.1

�2.1 [75], and so present GWB searches
cannot further constrain its value. The results in Fig. 6
are therefore now dominated by direct BBH detections.

With continued data collection, however, the non-
detection (or eventual detection) of the GWB may again
o↵er informative constraints on �1 and zpeak. As addi-
tional direct BBH detections are made, our knowledge
of �1 will continue to improve, identifying an increas-
ingly narrow, nearly-vertical contour in the �1 � zpeak

plane. Continued time integration in searches for the
GWB, meanwhile, will exclude a growing fraction of this
plane, ruling out large values of both �1 and zpeak. In
Fig. 7, for example, we show projected exclusion con-
tours corresponding to one year of integration with Ad-
vanced LIGO and Virgo, at both their design sensitivity
and A+ configurations; both exclusion curves extend into
the presently allowed values of �1, where they may again
be informative and break the degeneracy between �1 and

zpeak.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have performed a search for an
isotropic GWB using data from Advanced LIGO’s and
Virgo’s first three observing runs. Since we did not find
evidence for a background of astrophysical origin, we
placed upper limits, improving previous bounds by about
a factor of 6.0 for a flat background.

We considered the implications of the results, and
by combining the upper limits with measurements from
GWTC-2 we have constrained the BBH merger rate as a
function of redshift. Our results can be used to constrain
additional models such as cosmic strings or phase tran-
sitions, using the cross correlation spectra we have made
publicly available [57]. Our results can also be combined
with other measurements of the GWB at other frequen-
cies [81].

Moving forward, we expect currently proposed ground-
based facilities such as A+ have the potential to probe a
large range of the model space for CBC backgrounds. In
order to make full use of the data and confidently claim
a detection, it will be important to further develop the
methods to handle correlated terrestrial noise sources,
such as the magnetic couplings described here.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
United States National Science Foundation (NSF) for
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Cosmology from Third Generation Instruments
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Abbott et al. Nature 551, 85 (2017)

5s tension between
Planck & SHoES
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3 Overview

Figure 3.4: Astrophysical horizon of current and proposed future detectors for compact binary systems.
As in the bottom of Fig. �.�, the lines indicate the maximum redshift at which a detection with signal-to-
noise ratio � could be made. The detectors shown here are Advanced LIGO during its third observing run
(“O�”), Advanced LIGO at its anticipated sensitivity for the fifth observing run (“A+”), a possible cryogenic
upgrade of LIGO called Voyager (“Voy”), the Einstein Telescope (“ET”), and Cosmic Explorer (“CE”, see
§� for observatory descriptions). The yellow and white dots are for a simulated population of binary
neutron star mergers and binary black hole mergers, respectively, following Madau and Dickinson [��]
with a characteristic binary merger time of ���million years.

13

Cosmology from Third Generation Instruments
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3 G  N E T W O R K  W I L L  D E T E C T  
M I L L I O N S  O F  M E R G E R S

 27

3G network will calibrate nearby supernovae, determine 
dark energy equation of state and its variation with redshift

Contours of constant signal-
to-noise ratio

Credit: Alberto Mangiagli Credit: Michele Maggiore
https://dcc.cosmicexplorer.org/

V. Kalgera et al., 2111.06990
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Cosmology from Third Generation Instruments
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3 G  N E T W O R K  W I L L  D E T E C T  
M I L L I O N S  O F  M E R G E R S

 27

3G network will calibrate nearby supernovae, determine 
dark energy equation of state and its variation with redshift

Contours of constant signal-
to-noise ratio

Credit: Alberto Mangiagli Credit: Michele MaggioreV. Kalgera et al., 2111.06990 E. Belgacem, et al., Phys. Rev. D98 (2018) 023510

ET + 1000 standard
sirens
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Determining the Neutron Star EOS
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image: B. Sathyaprakash

B I N A R Y  N E U T R O N  S TA R  M E R G E R  I S  V E R Y  
D I F F E R E N T  F R O M  B L A C K  H O L E  M E R G E R

 20

BBH

GAM2 GNH3 H4

ALF2 SLY APR4

• inspiral phase: well described by post-
Newtonian approximation + tides 

• post-merger bar-deformed hyper-
massive neutron star
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Determining the Neutron Star EOS
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S. Bose et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 031102 (2018) 

Post-merger 
SNR at 100 Mpc

~1 (LIGO/Virgo)
~10 (ET/CE)
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5 Key Science Questions 5.4 Discovery Potential

Figure 5.3: Cosmic Explorer’s discovery potential is enabled by increased sensitivity, greater bandwidth,
and high-precision measurements. The top image (credit: D. Weir, University of Helsinki) shows bubble
collisions in the early universe, and the bottom image (credit: Chris Ringeval, UCLouvain) shows a
visualization of cosmic strings, which are topological defects produced following inflation. Both sources
could produce stochastic backgrounds detectable by a pair of Cosmic Explorer detectors.

31

PHYSICS BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL:
DOMAIN WALLS
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SN 1987 A

C. Ringeval_UCLouvain
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Searching for Domain Walls

• Assumption: there exists an undetected 
scalar field f with “Mexican hat” like 
potential .

• As the early Universe cools, different 
regions settle into the +h and –h vacuum 
states. f

V(f)

+h-h

e.g.:  V ~ a – b f2 + c f4

hot Universe

cold cold

e.g. A. Vilenkin, Phys. Rep. 121, 263 (1985).
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Domain Walls

• The boundaries between the +h and -
h  regions have non-zero energy 
density: ”domain walls”.

• Proposed solution for dark matter ...

29 July 2022 Sutton - GW Future Opportunities - Onassis Lectures 2022 23



Physical effect

• Simplest case: scalar field affects 
masses of fermion particles as 

• Test particles will “fall into” the 
wall as

3

gions of unconstrained parameter space in these models,
including scalar DM fields oscillating at frequencies in the
range ⇠ 100 Hz � 10 kHz and scalar-field domain walls
with transverse sizes of up to several km. The sensitiv-
ity of Fabry-Perot-Michelson interferometers, including
LIGO [17], VIRGO [18] and KAGRA [19], to oscillat-
ing DM fields can be significantly increased by making
the thicknesses of the freely-suspended Fabry-Perot arm
mirrors di↵erent in the two arms. In this case, the sensi-
tivity of these experiments to conventional gravitational-
wave searches, which can be performed simultaneously
with our suggested DM searches, would not necessarily
be degraded. Not-too-distantly-separated laser interfer-
ometers can benefit from cross-correlation measurements
in searches for e↵ects of spatially coherent dark-matter
fields. In addition to broadband searches for oscillat-
ing DM fields, we also discuss how small-scale Michelson
interferometers could be used to perform resonant nar-
rowband searches for oscillating DM fields with enhanced
sensitivity to underlying DM interactions.

The structure of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we discuss how DM can induce apparent temporal vari-
ations in the physical constants and derive the e↵ects
of such variations on freely-suspended beam-splitters, as
well as freely-suspended and freely-floating test masses.
In Sec. III, we consider the specific model of a coherently
oscillating classical DM field; we derive the e↵ects of an
oscillating DM field on ground- and space-based laser in-
terferometers and estimate the sensitivities of existing,
modified and future experiments to the underlying DM
parameters. In Sec. IV, we consider the specific model
of topological defects in the form of domain walls; we
derive the e↵ects of domain walls on ground- and space-
based laser interferometers and estimate the sensitivities
of existing and future experiments to the underlying DM
parameters. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarise our find-
ings and discuss DM searches with laser interferometers
in the context of other measurements.

Throughout this work, unless explicitly stated other-
wise, we shall adopt the natural system of units ~ = c =
1, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant and c is the
speed of light in vacuum. In this paper, we express the
interferometer output in terms of the di↵erence of the op-
tical path lengths in di↵erent arms of an interferometer.

II. THEORY AND EFFECTS OF
DARK-MATTER-INDUCED VARYING

PHYSICAL “CONSTANTS”

A. Non-gravitational interactions of scalar fields

A scalar (spinless, even-parity) field � can couple to
the SM fields in a number of possible ways. Generally,
the simplest possibility involves linear-in-� interactions:

Llin
int =

�

⇤�

Fµ⌫Fµ⌫

4
�
X

f

�

⇤f
mf f̄f , (1)

where the first term represents the coupling of the scalar
field to the electromagnetic field tensor F , while the sec-
ond term represents the coupling of the scalar field to
the SM fermion fields f , with mf the “standard” mass of
the fermion and f̄ = f†�0 the Dirac adjoint. The linear
couplings in (1) can be generated, e.g., via the super-
renormalisable interaction of � with the Higgs field; see
[23, 24] for more details. These linear couplings, how-
ever, may be absent, e.g., as a result of an underly-
ing Z2 symmetry (invariance under the transformation
� ! ��). In this case, the simplest possibility would
involve quadratic-in-� interactions:

Lquad
int =

✓
�

⇤0
�

◆2 Fµ⌫Fµ⌫

4
�
X

f

 
�

⇤0
f

!2

mf f̄f . (2)

Comparing the terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) with the rel-
evant terms in the SM Lagrangian:

LSM � �Fµ⌫Fµ⌫

4
�
X

f

qfJµA
µ �

X

f

mf f̄f , (3)

where qf is the electric charge carrried by the fermion
f , Jµ = f̄�µf is the electromagnetic 4-current and Aµ

is the electromagnetic 4-potential, we see that the lin-
ear interactions in (1) e↵ectively alter the fine-structure
constant and fermion masses according to:

↵ ! ↵

1� �/⇤�
⇡ ↵
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◆
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✓
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◆
,

(4)
while the quadratic interactions in (2) e↵ectively alter
the constants according to:
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B. Size changes of beam-splitter and test masses

Time-varying ↵ and particle masses alter the geometric
sizes of solid objects. The length of a solid is given by
L ⇠ NaB, where N is the number of lattice spacings and
aB = 1/(me↵) is the atomic Bohr radius. In the adiabatic
limit, the size of a solid body thus changes according to:

✓
�L

L

◆

0

⇡ �aB
aB

= ��↵

↵
� �me

me
. (6)

Additionally, there are also small relativistic corrections
associated with electromagnetic processes and finite-
nuclear-mass e↵ects [5, 25]. The former a↵ect the ↵-
dependence in Eq. (6) and scale roughly as / (Z↵)2 with

5

D. Centre-of-mass displacements of test masses

By analogy with the acceleration that a test particle or
test mass experiences in the presence of a spatial gradient
in a potential, spatial gradients in ↵ and the particle
masses give rise to accelerations on test particles and test
masses of mass Mtest [27]:

�atest = �rMtest

Mtest
. (14)

The overall mass of an atom with Z � 1 consists of three
di↵erent types of contributions:

Matom ⇡ AmN + Zme +
aCZ2

A1/3
, (15)

where A is the total nucleon number of the nucleus.
The last term in (15) denotes the energy associated
with the electrostatic repulsion between protons in a
spherical nucleus of uniform electric-charge density, with
aC ⇡ 0.7 MeV.

Most ground-based experiments employ beam-splitters
and test masses made of silica. In this case, the rela-
tive contributions to the total test mass from the nu-
cleon masses, electron mass and Coulomb energy are ⇡ 1,
⇡ 3⇥10�4 and ⇡ 1.4⇥10�3, respectively. LISA employs
Au-Pt alloy (⇡ 60:40 ratio) test masses. In this case,
the relative contributions to the total test mass from the
nucleon masses, electron mass and Coulomb energy are
⇡ 1, ⇡ 2⇥ 10�4 and ⇡ 4⇥ 10�3, respectively.

III. COHERENTLY OSCILLATING CLASSICAL
DARK-MATTER FIELDS

A. Dark-matter theory

Feebly interacting, low-mass (sub-eV) spinless parti-
cles are well-motivated candidates for DM. Perhaps the
most renowned particle of this category is the canon-
ical axion, which is a pseudoscalar (odd-parity) parti-
cle. Apart from the axion, low-mass scalar particles
(such as the dilaton) may also exist in nature. Low-
mass spinless particles can be produced non-thermally
in the early Universe via the “vacuum misalignment”
mechanism [28–30], and they can subsequently form a
coherently oscillating classical field [31]: � ⇡ �0 cos(!�t),
where the angular frequency of oscillation is given by
!� ⇡ m�c2/~, with m� being the mass of the spin-
less particle. Although these DM particles are typi-
cally produced with very small kinetic energies, they be-
come virialised during the formation of galactic struc-
tures (vvir ⇠ 300 km/s locally), giving these particles the
finite coherence time: ⌧coh ⇠ 2⇡/(m�v2vir) ⇠ 106tosc; i.e.,
�!�/!� ⇠ 10�6 (see [32] for details of the expected line-
shape). In other words, the oscillations of this galactic
DM field are practically monochromatic, with a quality

factor of Q� ⇠ 106. The oscillating DM field carries the
non-zero time-averaged energy density:

h⇢�i ⇡ ⇢� ⇡
m2

��
2
0

2
, (16)

and satisfies the non-relativistic equation of state hp�i ⌧
h⇢�i, making it an ideal candidate for cold DM. If spin-
less particles comprise the entirety of the observed DM,
then their reduced de Broglie wavelength cannot ex-
ceed the DM halo size of the smallest dwarf galaxies
(Rdwarf ⇠ 1 kpc). This places the following lower bound
on their mass: m� & 10�22 eV, which can be relaxed if
these particles make up only a sub-dominant fraction of
the observed DM. In this section, we focus on the linear
interactions of the field � in (1). We mention that one
may also separately consider the case of quadratic inter-
actions of the field � in (2), see [5, 6, 33] for the various
intricacies of such types of interactions.

B. Michelson interferometers
(GEO600, Fermilab holometer)

Consider a power- and possibly signal-recycled (dual-
recycled if both) laser interferometer without Fabry-
Perot resonators in the two arms, as illustrated by the
simplified layout in Fig. 1. Archetypes of this Michel-
son configuration include the GEO600 interferometer
(L = 600 m without account of the single folding of the
arms, l = 8 cm) and the Fermilab holometer (L = 40 m,
l = 1.3 cm). The input laser beam is fed into the power
recycling cavity consisting of the mirror ‘PRM’ and the
Michelson interferometer consisting of the beam-splitter
‘BS’ and mirrors ‘ETMX’ and ‘ETMY’. When oper-
ating at destructive interference at the dark port, the
power recycling cavity enhances the circulating power,
thus enhancing shot-noise-limited sensitivity. The sig-
nal recycling mirror ‘SRM’ (if present) increases the
low-frequency sensitivity of the Michelson interferometer.
The inset in Fig. 1 shows how the laser beam traverses
the beam-splitter.
The interferometer output can be expressed in terms of

the di↵erence of the optical path lengths in the two arms
of the interferometer, �L = Lx � Ly, with Lx ⇡ Ly.
DM-induced time-varying changes in the size of a freely-
suspended beam-splitter of thickness l will shift the main
reflecting surface (power reflectivity of R = 50%) by the
amount �l/2 in the frame of the interferometer. As-
suming a nominal angle of the beam-splitter with re-
spect to the interferometer arms of 45�, we have �Lx ⇡
�[
p
2nl � l/(2

p
2) � w/2], where for simplicity we have

omitted a geometric correction factor from Snell’s law of
refraction, and �Ly = ��l/(2

p
2)� �w/2, where w is the

thickness of the freely-suspended arm mirrors ‘ETMX’
and ‘ETMY’ (w = 10 cm for the GEO600 detector, while
w = 1.3 cm for the Fermilab holometer). Hence we have:

� (Lx � Ly) ⇡
p
2(n · �l + l · �n) . (17)

-h

|f|2

+h

f

x

test particles

coupling 
constant

H. Grote & Y. Stadnik, Phys. Rev. Research 1, 033187 (2019)
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Signal in an interferometer

• Typical speed ~ 300km/s (dark matter 
halo).

• Signal strength and morphology both 
depend on incident direction.
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Signal in an interferometer

• Signal strength and morphology both 
depend on incident direction.
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Signal in an interferometer

• Signal strength and morphology both 
depend on incident direction.
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Projected Bounds
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Astrophysical bounds and short-range gravity tests

Clocks GEO600

LIGO

Fermilab holometer

LISA

FIG. 4: (Color online). From top to bottom: Physical parameter spaces for the quadratic interactions of a domain-wall field �
with the electromagnetic field (photon), electron and nucleons, as functions of the transverse size of a domain wall d. The solid
lines denote the estimated sensitivities of current ground-based laser interferometers (red = GEO600, blue = LIGO, green =
Fermilab holometer). The solid purple line denotes the projected sensitivity of the space-based LISA interferometer. All of these
sensitivities assume a domain-wall transit speed of vTD ⇠ 300 km/s, an average time between encounters of Earth and a domain
wall of T ⇠ 1 year, and that the domain-wall network saturates the average local cold DM density of ⇢DM ⇡ 0.4 GeV/cm3.
The region in grey denotes existing model-independent constraints from astrophysical observations [51] and short-range tests
of gravity [51, 52]. The regions in yellow denote existing constraints from domain-wall searches using a pair of co-located clocks
referenced to a common cavity [10] and via networks of clocks [53, 54].

H. Grote & Y. Stadnik, Phys. 

Rev. Research 1, 033187 (2019)
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Signal in a Network

• Typical wall speed:  
v ~ 300 km/s ~ 0.001 c

• Coincidence window:
T ~ 10 s (HL)
T ~ 30 s (HLV)

• Expect many coincident glitches 
… 
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S. Bahaadini et al. / Information Sciences 4 4 4 (2018) 172–186 179 

Fig. 2. Omega Scan images for example members of each class within the Gravity Spy dataset. From top left to bottom right; row one: 1080Lines, 1400Rip- 
ples, Air Compressor, Blip, row two: Chirp, Extremely Loud, Helix, Koi Fish, row three: Light Modulation, Low Frequency Burst, Low Frequency Lines, No 
Glitch, row four: Paired Doves, Power Line, Repeating Blips, Scattered Light, row five: Scratchy, Tomte, Violin Mode, Wandering Line, row six: Whistle, None 
of the Above (one possible example, this class can have various forms). 

Table 2 
Overall accuracy of linear SVM. Parameter C = 0.1 (obtained by 
grid search and n -fold cross validation). 

View 1 (0.5 s) View 2 (1 s) View 3 (2 s) View 4 (4 s) 
93.93 96.19 95.88 93.16 
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H

L

~ 10 s

~ 10 ms

Simplest approach: cross-correlation search

Problem: do not want to correlate entire data stream as signal is < 10-3 of total (noisy) data 
stream.

H. Qi, P. Sutton, & H. Grote, in preparation
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PHYSICS BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL:
BLACK-HOLE ECHOES
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THE ORIGIN OF ECHOES2
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FIG. 1: Spacetime depiction of gravitational wave
echoes from a membrane/firewall on the stretched

horizon, following a black hole merger event.

sensitive to the nature of the structure, or indeed how
one defines the Planck length, lp, as the time for reflec-
tion from the stretched horizon is only logarithmically
dependent on its distance from the event horizon, i.e.
�techo = 8M log(M/lp) (+ spin corrections; see below).
As a result, e.g., an order of magnitude change in this dis-
tance only a↵ects the time of the echoes at 2� 3% level.
While �techo is determined by linear physics, the time
between the main merger event and the first echo could
be further a↵ected by non-linear physics during merger,
i.e. techo � tmerger = �techo + O(M) (see Fig. 1), or
equivalently:

techo � tmerger

�techo
= 1±O(1%), (1)

where �techo is predicted from the final (redshifted) mass
and spin measurements for each event.

Quite surprisingly, we find statistical evidence for these
delayed echoes in LIGO events: GW150914, GW151226,
and LVT151012 at a false detection probability of 1%
or combined significance of 2.5�. We shall first describe
our theoretical framework for the echoes, and then our
statistical methodology and results.

II. ECHO TIME-DELAYS

At the linear order, perturbed black holes are de-
scribed by quasi-normal modes (QNM’s) which satisfy
the boundary conditions of purely outgoing waves at in-
finity and purely ingoing waves at the horizon. The tran-
sition (from ingoing to outgoing) takes place continuously
at the peak of the black hole angular momentum poten-
tial barrier.

In our case, the ingoing modes of the ringdown reflect
back from the membrane (e.g., fuzzball or firewall) near
horizon and pass back through the potential barrier. Part
of the wave goes to infinity with a time delay. We call this
the 1st echo (see Fig. 1). This time delay corresponds to
twice the tortoise coordinate distance between the peak
of the angular momentum barrier (rmax) and the mem-
brane (which diverges logarithmically if the membrane
approaches the horizon) . The remaining part of the 1st
echo returns back towards the membrane and the process
repeats itself 1. Assuming Dirichlet boundary conditions
at the membrane (discussed above), the reflected waves
must be phase inverted, i.e. even echoes have opposite
phase with respect to the odd ones (a similar phase flip
pattern is also observed in [21]).
For Kerr black hole with dimensionless spin parameter

a, this implies:

�techo = 2⇥ r⇤|
rmax
r++�r

= 2⇥

Z
rmax

r++�r

r2 + a2M2

r2 � 2Mr + a2M2
dr

= 2rmax � 2r+ � 2�r + 2
r2+ + a2M2

r+ � r�
ln(

rmax � r+
�r

)

�2
r2� + a2M2

r+ � r�
ln(

rmax � r�
r+ � r� +�r

), (2)

where r± = M(1 ±
p
1� a2), and �r is the coordinate

distance of the membrane and the (would-be) horizon.
The peak of the angular momentum barrier, rmax, is

given by the roots of a sixth-order polynomial [24]:

(1� µ2)[(2� µ2)r̂2max + 2(2 + µ2)r̂max + (2� µ2)]a4

+4r̂2max[(1� µ2)r̂2max � 2r̂max � 3(1� µ2)]a2

+2r̂4max(r̂max � 3)2 = 0, (3)

where µ = m/(l + 1
2 ) and r̂max = rmax/M . For the

dominant QNM, rmax < 3M and (l,m) = (2, 2) resulting
in µ = 0.8.
We further posit that the location of the membrane

should be near a Planck proper length from the horizon.
This assumption is required to explain the observed den-
sity of cosmological dark energy within the gravitational
aether proposal [10], but is also expected from generic
quantum gravity scalings, such as the brick wall model
[25], or trans-Planckian e↵ects [26, 27]. This implies:

Z
r++�r

r+

p
grrdr|✓=0 ⇠ lp ' 1.62⇥ 10�33 cm, (4)

which fixes the location of the membrane:

�r|✓=0 =

p
1� a2l2

p

4M(1 +
p
1� a2)

. (5)

1
Also, note that due to the di↵erent boundary conditions near the

horizon (compared to the classical picture) there exist a com-

pletely di↵erent QNM spectrum. A coherent superposition of a

large number of these modes is responsible for creating echoes

[20, 22, 23]

• “Ordinary” black holes may be replaced by Exotic 
Compact Objects (ECOs
• fuzzballs, gravastars, fireballs … 
• Cardoso & Pani, Living Rev Relativ (2019) 22:4

• The ECO acts as a cavity, temporarily trapping 
waves between the near-horizon membrane barrier 
and the angular momentum barrier (“photon 
sphere”) that exists further out.
• Cardoso+ arXiv:1602.07309, Cardoso+ 

arXiv:1608.08637 

Images from Abedi+ 1612.00266
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THE ECHO SIGNAL

• Echoes of the late merger-ringdown
• Key parameters:

• Amplitude A (unconstrained).
• Decay parameter: 0 < g < 1. Expect g <~ 1 

Wang+ 1803.02845, Correia+ 1802.07735
• Echo repeat time Dtecho:

2

FIG. 1. A coalescence template extended to include echoes.
The five parameters of the echo waveform model are illus-
trated, and the phase-inversion between echoes is visible.

II. ADA’S MODEL AND SEARCH PROCEDURE

The analysis of ADA [20–22] consists of three parts: a
simple waveform model, a search procedure, and a sig-
nificance estimation method. In this section we briefly
review these.

With a partially reflective surface outside the horizon,
echo signals may be found as wave solutions in a cavity
formed by the near-horizon membrane barrier and the
angular momentum barrier (“photon sphere”) that exists
further out [14, 15]. In the geometric wave picture, at
each barrier the wave is partially reflected and partially
transmitted. Each partially transmitted wave from the
outer angular momentum barrier would be detected by
distant observers as an echo. The delay time between
subsequent echoes results from the travel time between
the two barriers. This time may be di↵erent for the first
echo due to non-linear e↵ects during the merger, as may
further parameters of the echo signal such as the damping
between successive echoes. For a description of the echoes
as poles of the propagators see [17].

An example of such an echo template is shown in Fig.1
and several parameters define its features:

1. �techo: The delay time between subsequent echoes,
resulting from the travel time between the barri-
ers. �techo,theory is the expected value found in
[20, 21], based on the inferred final mass and spin
parameters for each event [1–4, 30]. In the search,
the parameter �techo is allowed to vary around the
theoretical value �techo,theory to account for uncer-
tainties.

2. techo: The time of the first echo. This is expected
to be tmerger + �techo, where tmerger is the time
of the merger. It is allowed to deviate from this
expectation in the search to account for non-linear
e↵ects close to the merger [20].

3. A: The amplitude of the first echo relative to the
original signal amplitude.

4. �: The relative amplitude between subsequent
echoes.

5. t0: Only the last part of the original waveform is
used to produce the echo waveform; this param-
eter describes how far before tmerger the original
waveform is tapered down to 0, using the tapering
function given in [20].

In addition, the phase is inverted between subsequent
echoes. Likewise, the phase-di↵erence between the origi-
nal signal and the first echo is fixed to �� = ⇡. We use
an abbreviated notation for the combination of parame-
ters x := (techo � tmerger)/�techo, with an expected value
for the first echo of x = 1.
The ADA-search procedure used in [20, 21] consists

of the following steps:

1. Produce a pure echo template for given echo-
parameters. The original event is removed from
the template.

2. Produce a bank of these templates, with an evenly
spaced grid in the parameters listed above.

3. Perform matched filtering with the echo templates.
The original event is removed from the data prior
to this.

4. Maximise SNR2 over all parameters for each value
of x.

The maximisation uses either each single event or com-
binations of events. The combination assumes some pa-
rameters to be di↵erent between events, namely A and
�techo. The parameters x, t0/�techo,theory and � are kept
identical for each event. For combinations of events, the
sum of the individual SNR2s is maximised.
The ADA-estimation uses the following method to

estimate the significance of their findings [20]:

1. Find the maximum SNR2 value in the range x 2

(0.99, 1.01) after the event.

2. Calculate and maximise SNR2 over the time range
9 

techo�tmerger

�techo,theory
 38. The maximisation is slightly

adapted for this step.

3. Divide this last range into 1450 segments, each of
duration 2% of techo�tmerger

�techo,theory
.

4. A p-value is found as the number of segments with
higher peak SNR2, divided by the total number of
segments.

Image from Westerweck+ 1712.09966
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Comment on:
“Low significance of evidence for black hole echoes in gravitational wave data”

Jahed Abedi,1, 2, ! Hannah Dykaar,3 and Niayesh Afshordi4, 5, †

1Department of Physics, Sharif University of Technology, P.O. Box 11155-9161, Tehran, Iran
2School of Particles and Accelerators, Institute for Research in

Fundamental Sciences (IPM), P.O. Box 19395-5531, Tehran, Iran
3Department of Physics, McGill University, 3600 rue University, Montreal, QC, H3A 2T8, Canada
4Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, 31 Caroline St. N., Waterloo, ON, N2L 2Y5, Canada
5Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, N2L 3G1, Canada

In a recent publication [1], we demonstrated that the events in the first observing run of the
Advanced LIGO gravitational wave observatory (aLIGO O1) showed tentative evidence for repeating
“echoes from the abyss” caused by Planck-scale structure near black hole horizons. By considering
a phenomenological echo model, we showed that the pure noise hypothesis is disfavored with a p-
value of 1%, i.e. higher amplitude for echoes than those in aLIGO O1 events are only recovered
in 1% of random noise realizations. A recent preprint by Westerweck, et al. [2] provides a careful
re-evaluation of our analysis which claims “a reduced statistical significance ... entirely consistent
with noise”. It is a mystery to us why the authors make such a statement, while they also find a
p-value of 2±1% (given the Poisson error in their estimate) for the same model and dataset. This is
p-erfectly consistent with our results, which would be commonly considered as disfavoring the null
hypothesis, or “moderate to significant” evidence for “echoes”. Westerweck, et al. [2] also point
to diversity of the observed echo properties as evidence for statistical fluke, but such a diversity is
neither unique nor surprising for complex physical phenomena in nature.

The recent arXiv preprint entitled “Low significance
of evidence for black hole echoes in gravitational wave
data” by Westerweck et al. [2] provides a very thorough
and careful reevaluation of the claims in our article [1],
which presented tentative evidence for repeating echoes
in the gravitational wave observations of binary black
hole mergers, with period of

!techo ! 4GMBH

c3

!

1 + 1"
1#a2

"

" ln
!

MBH

Mplanck

"

! 0.126 sec
!

MBH

67 M!

"!

1 + 1"
1#a2

"

, (1)

due to reflections o" putative Planck-scale structure near
horizon of the final black hole with massMBH and dimen-
sionless spin a.
We have been aware of, and keenly following the anal-

ysis of Westerweck et al. (most notably, during the
workshop “Quantum Black Holes in the Sky?” held at
Perimeter Institute in November 2017). Indeed, our own
analysis in [1] has already been significantly improved
through these interactions (compared to its original ver-
sion) [3, 4]. As a result, we have a very high opinion of the
analysis by Westerweck et al., but are perplexed by why
their Abstract/Conclusions misrepresent their findings.
The strongest and ultimate statement in the Abstract

is: “The reduced significance is entirely consistent with
noise, and so we conclude that the analysis of Abedi et al.
does not provide any observational evidence for the exis-
tence of Planck-scale structure at black hole horizons.”
However, their Table I shows the p-value for the

noise hypothesis, using the model and data used

! jahed abedi@physics.sharif.ir
† nafshordi@pitp.ca

in Abedi et al. as 0.020 (as opposed to 0.011
in Abedi et al. [1]). By most accounts (e.g.,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-value#Usage), this
would be considered a rejection of noise hypothesis (or
“moderate to strong” Bayesian evidence for echoes [5]),
i.e. the opposite of what their Abstract says.
In fact, despite the laundry list of shortcomings of [1]

discussed by Westerweck et al., there is NO evidence that
their improved analysis has reduced the significance, as
their p-value of 0.020 is based on 5 (out of 250) back-
ground peaks that exceed the observed signal. However,
the Poisson noise on 5 discrete events is

#
5, implying

that their estimate of p-value is 0.020 ± 0.009, entirely
consistent with 0.011 of Abedi et al.
There are certainly peculiarities about why certain

events contribute to the echo signal, or the best-fit pa-
rameters, which are important to study and understand.
However, as we elaborate below, they can only be eval-
uated in the context of a (yet non-existent) theoretical
prior for echoes, and do not a"ect the statistical signif-
icance. Therefore, in their Abstract/Conclusions, West-
erweck et al. do not separate objective statements about
statistical significance, from subjective ones about their
priors: If your coin comes up with 49 heads and 1 tail
after 50 throws, then no one would say its “entirely con-
sistent with noise” for a fair coin.
Below are more detailed comments that elaborate these

points:

1. The only new dataset used by Westerweck et al.
that was not available to us (at the time of our
analysis) is GW 170104. As such, we do not provide
the range of !techo expected for this event (which
would depend on the final detector frame mass and
spin), and Westerweck et al. do not state the range
that they used for their analysis either. It should be
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THE ECHO REPEAT TIME

• Uncertainties:
• Moving barrier from LPlanck outside horizon 

to x10 changes Dtecho by < 1%
• techo-tmerger = Dtecho +/- ~ 1%
• QNM content uncertain but temporal 

(repeating) structure well-constrained.

2

FIG. 1. A coalescence template extended to include echoes.
The five parameters of the echo waveform model are illus-
trated, and the phase-inversion between echoes is visible.

II. ADA’S MODEL AND SEARCH PROCEDURE

The analysis of ADA [20–22] consists of three parts: a
simple waveform model, a search procedure, and a sig-
nificance estimation method. In this section we briefly
review these.

With a partially reflective surface outside the horizon,
echo signals may be found as wave solutions in a cavity
formed by the near-horizon membrane barrier and the
angular momentum barrier (“photon sphere”) that exists
further out [14, 15]. In the geometric wave picture, at
each barrier the wave is partially reflected and partially
transmitted. Each partially transmitted wave from the
outer angular momentum barrier would be detected by
distant observers as an echo. The delay time between
subsequent echoes results from the travel time between
the two barriers. This time may be di↵erent for the first
echo due to non-linear e↵ects during the merger, as may
further parameters of the echo signal such as the damping
between successive echoes. For a description of the echoes
as poles of the propagators see [17].

An example of such an echo template is shown in Fig.1
and several parameters define its features:

1. �techo: The delay time between subsequent echoes,
resulting from the travel time between the barri-
ers. �techo,theory is the expected value found in
[20, 21], based on the inferred final mass and spin
parameters for each event [1–4, 30]. In the search,
the parameter �techo is allowed to vary around the
theoretical value �techo,theory to account for uncer-
tainties.

2. techo: The time of the first echo. This is expected
to be tmerger + �techo, where tmerger is the time
of the merger. It is allowed to deviate from this
expectation in the search to account for non-linear
e↵ects close to the merger [20].

3. A: The amplitude of the first echo relative to the
original signal amplitude.

4. �: The relative amplitude between subsequent
echoes.

5. t0: Only the last part of the original waveform is
used to produce the echo waveform; this param-
eter describes how far before tmerger the original
waveform is tapered down to 0, using the tapering
function given in [20].

In addition, the phase is inverted between subsequent
echoes. Likewise, the phase-di↵erence between the origi-
nal signal and the first echo is fixed to �� = ⇡. We use
an abbreviated notation for the combination of parame-
ters x := (techo � tmerger)/�techo, with an expected value
for the first echo of x = 1.
The ADA-search procedure used in [20, 21] consists

of the following steps:

1. Produce a pure echo template for given echo-
parameters. The original event is removed from
the template.

2. Produce a bank of these templates, with an evenly
spaced grid in the parameters listed above.

3. Perform matched filtering with the echo templates.
The original event is removed from the data prior
to this.

4. Maximise SNR2 over all parameters for each value
of x.

The maximisation uses either each single event or com-
binations of events. The combination assumes some pa-
rameters to be di↵erent between events, namely A and
�techo. The parameters x, t0/�techo,theory and � are kept
identical for each event. For combinations of events, the
sum of the individual SNR2s is maximised.
The ADA-estimation uses the following method to

estimate the significance of their findings [20]:

1. Find the maximum SNR2 value in the range x 2

(0.99, 1.01) after the event.

2. Calculate and maximise SNR2 over the time range
9 

techo�tmerger

�techo,theory
 38. The maximisation is slightly

adapted for this step.

3. Divide this last range into 1450 segments, each of
duration 2% of techo�tmerger

�techo,theory
.

4. A p-value is found as the number of segments with
higher peak SNR2, divided by the total number of
segments.

Image from Westerweck+ 1712.09966
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Comment on:
“Low significance of evidence for black hole echoes in gravitational wave data”

Jahed Abedi,1, 2, ! Hannah Dykaar,3 and Niayesh Afshordi4, 5, †

1Department of Physics, Sharif University of Technology, P.O. Box 11155-9161, Tehran, Iran
2School of Particles and Accelerators, Institute for Research in

Fundamental Sciences (IPM), P.O. Box 19395-5531, Tehran, Iran
3Department of Physics, McGill University, 3600 rue University, Montreal, QC, H3A 2T8, Canada
4Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, 31 Caroline St. N., Waterloo, ON, N2L 2Y5, Canada
5Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, N2L 3G1, Canada

In a recent publication [1], we demonstrated that the events in the first observing run of the
Advanced LIGO gravitational wave observatory (aLIGO O1) showed tentative evidence for repeating
“echoes from the abyss” caused by Planck-scale structure near black hole horizons. By considering
a phenomenological echo model, we showed that the pure noise hypothesis is disfavored with a p-
value of 1%, i.e. higher amplitude for echoes than those in aLIGO O1 events are only recovered
in 1% of random noise realizations. A recent preprint by Westerweck, et al. [2] provides a careful
re-evaluation of our analysis which claims “a reduced statistical significance ... entirely consistent
with noise”. It is a mystery to us why the authors make such a statement, while they also find a
p-value of 2±1% (given the Poisson error in their estimate) for the same model and dataset. This is
p-erfectly consistent with our results, which would be commonly considered as disfavoring the null
hypothesis, or “moderate to significant” evidence for “echoes”. Westerweck, et al. [2] also point
to diversity of the observed echo properties as evidence for statistical fluke, but such a diversity is
neither unique nor surprising for complex physical phenomena in nature.

The recent arXiv preprint entitled “Low significance
of evidence for black hole echoes in gravitational wave
data” by Westerweck et al. [2] provides a very thorough
and careful reevaluation of the claims in our article [1],
which presented tentative evidence for repeating echoes
in the gravitational wave observations of binary black
hole mergers, with period of

!techo ! 4GMBH
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1#a2
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" ln
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MBH

Mplanck
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! 0.126 sec
!

MBH

67 M!

"!
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1#a2

"

, (1)

due to reflections o" putative Planck-scale structure near
horizon of the final black hole with massMBH and dimen-
sionless spin a.
We have been aware of, and keenly following the anal-

ysis of Westerweck et al. (most notably, during the
workshop “Quantum Black Holes in the Sky?” held at
Perimeter Institute in November 2017). Indeed, our own
analysis in [1] has already been significantly improved
through these interactions (compared to its original ver-
sion) [3, 4]. As a result, we have a very high opinion of the
analysis by Westerweck et al., but are perplexed by why
their Abstract/Conclusions misrepresent their findings.
The strongest and ultimate statement in the Abstract

is: “The reduced significance is entirely consistent with
noise, and so we conclude that the analysis of Abedi et al.
does not provide any observational evidence for the exis-
tence of Planck-scale structure at black hole horizons.”
However, their Table I shows the p-value for the

noise hypothesis, using the model and data used

! jahed abedi@physics.sharif.ir
† nafshordi@pitp.ca

in Abedi et al. as 0.020 (as opposed to 0.011
in Abedi et al. [1]). By most accounts (e.g.,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-value#Usage), this
would be considered a rejection of noise hypothesis (or
“moderate to strong” Bayesian evidence for echoes [5]),
i.e. the opposite of what their Abstract says.
In fact, despite the laundry list of shortcomings of [1]

discussed by Westerweck et al., there is NO evidence that
their improved analysis has reduced the significance, as
their p-value of 0.020 is based on 5 (out of 250) back-
ground peaks that exceed the observed signal. However,
the Poisson noise on 5 discrete events is

#
5, implying

that their estimate of p-value is 0.020 ± 0.009, entirely
consistent with 0.011 of Abedi et al.
There are certainly peculiarities about why certain

events contribute to the echo signal, or the best-fit pa-
rameters, which are important to study and understand.
However, as we elaborate below, they can only be eval-
uated in the context of a (yet non-existent) theoretical
prior for echoes, and do not a"ect the statistical signif-
icance. Therefore, in their Abstract/Conclusions, West-
erweck et al. do not separate objective statements about
statistical significance, from subjective ones about their
priors: If your coin comes up with 49 heads and 1 tail
after 50 throws, then no one would say its “entirely con-
sistent with noise” for a fair coin.
Below are more detailed comments that elaborate these

points:

1. The only new dataset used by Westerweck et al.
that was not available to us (at the time of our
analysis) is GW 170104. As such, we do not provide
the range of !techo expected for this event (which
would depend on the final detector frame mass and
spin), and Westerweck et al. do not state the range
that they used for their analysis either. It should be
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TENTATIVE DETECTIONS OF ECHOES

• First evidence: Abedi+ 1612.00266
• Analysed O1 BBHs with a matched-filter search
• Combined analysis found signal with false-alarm 

probability p=0.011 
• Caveats: see Westerweck+ 1712.09966 

• Conklin+ 1712.06517: Model ~agnostic 
approach: using folded spectograms multiplied 
across detectors.
• Found echoes for 5 BBHs with p ~ 0.2% -- 4%.
• Dtecho values shorter than Abedi+.

4

FIG. 3: Amplitude Spectral Densities (ASD’s) of our
best fit echo template (Eq. 9) and the main event, for
GW150914. Since we have a quasi-periodic model, there

are resonances in the spectrum. The ASDs are the
square root of the power spectral densities, which are
averages of the square of the fast Fourier transforms of

the data. The noise spectra from Hanford and
Livingston detectors are also shown.
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FIG. 4: Best fit (or maximum) SNR2 near the expected
time of merger echoes (Eq’s. 1 and 6), for the combined
(top) and GW150914 (bottom) events. The significance

of the peaks is quantified by the p-value of their
SNRmax within the gray rectangle (see Appendix E for

detail of calculation).

FIG. 5: Average number of noise peaks higher than a
particular SNR-value within a time-interval 2%⇥�techo
for combined (left) and GW150914 (right) events. The

red dots show the observed SNR peak at
techo = 1.0054�techo (Fig. 4). The horizontal bar shows

the correspondence between SNR values and their
significance.

Range GW150914 Combined

(techo � tmerger)/�techo (0.99,1.01) 1.0054 1.0054

� (0.1,0.9) 0.89 0.9

t0/�techo (-0.1,0) -0.084 -0.1

Amplitudea 0.0992 0.124

SNRmax 4.21 6.96

p-value 0.11 0.011

significance 1.6� 2.5�

a
The combined amplitude is given by: Aaverage =

X

I

SNR2
I

|AI |
X

I

SNR2
I

A2
I

TABLE I: Best fit values for echo parameters of the
highest SNR peak near the predicted �techo, and their

significance.

GW150914 GW151226 LVT151012

�techo,pred(sec) 0.2925 0.1013 0.1778

± 0.00916 ± 0.01152 ± 0.02789

�techo,best(sec) 0.30068 0.09758 0.19043

|Abest,I| 0.091 0.33 0.34

SNRbest,I 4.13 3.83 4.52

TABLE II: Theoretical expectations for �techo’s of each
merger event (Eq. 6), compared to their best combined
fit within the 1� credible region, and the contribution of
each event to the joint SNR for the echoes (Eq. 10).

of this peak by how often a higher SNR peak is achieved
within an interval of duration 2%⇥�techo,I , in the back-
ground (away from the main event) in the data stream,
where �techo,I is the mean of �techo,I for independent
events in Eq. 6. It is worth noting that due to dif-
ferent angles and locations of each detector, a complex
model is analysed. Therefore in calculation of SNR’s we
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THE BNS EVENT GW170817

• Abedi & Afshordi 1803.10454 adapted the model-agnotic approach of 
Conklin+ 1712.06517 (folded spectograms multiplied across detectors).

4
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FIG. 3: Time-frequency representations of X(t, f) before and after the merger for the BNS merger
gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO, and Virgo detectors. The possible peak of echoes found
in the time-frequency and amplitude-frequency plots are marked with a green squares. As can be seen by the color
scale, the peak at fpeak = 72 (±0.5) Hz and t� tmerger ' 1.0 sec, with an amplitude of X(tpeak, fpeak) = �6.48⇥1039,

is the highest peak in this diagram, from before and after the BNS merger (see Figs. 4 and 6 below for more
details). A secondary tentative peak at the same frequency but t� tmerger ' 32.9 sec is also highlighted.
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FIG. 3: Time-frequency representations of X(t, f) before and after the merger for the BNS merger
gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO, and Virgo detectors. The possible peak of echoes found
in the time-frequency and amplitude-frequency plots are marked with a green squares. As can be seen by the color
scale, the peak at fpeak = 72 (±0.5) Hz and t� tmerger ' 1.0 sec, with an amplitude of X(tpeak, fpeak) = �6.48⇥1039,

is the highest peak in this diagram, from before and after the BNS merger (see Figs. 4 and 6 below for more
details). A secondary tentative peak at the same frequency but t� tmerger ' 32.9 sec is also highlighted.

• Results:
• Dtecho = 0.014s (fpeak = 72Hz)
• p = 1.6e-5 (4.2s)
• Contrast with Conklin+:     
Dtecho = 0.007s,  p ∼ 1%

Folded correlation spectrogram from 1803.10454

Folded BNS inspiral

Strongest echo candidate
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CONTRA-INDICATIONS

• Uchikata+ 1906.00838: More sophisticated 
matched-filter search using templates constructed 
from numerical solutions to the Teukolsky equations.
• No significant events were found.

• Tsang 1906.11168: Apply BayesWave signal-
reconstruction algorithm to O1 & O2 events. 
• No significant events were found.

5

at around 8 seconds from the beginning of a 32-second
data segment for the event segments.

IV. RESULTS

We summarize the results of p-values in Table II. The
results are divided into two data versions, C01 and C02.
A hyphen means that 4096-second data are not avail-
able. We set the critical p-value as 0.05, which corre-
sponds to roughly 2! significance. In our case, if the p-
value is below (above) the value, then echo signals are
likely (unlikely) to be present in the data. Our results
show that p-values for all events and the combined p-
value well exceed this critical value; that is, echo sig-
nals modeled within our framework do not exist in the
data, or the amplitude of the signals are too small to
be detected within the current detector sensitivity. We
also confirm that the variation of t0 weakly affects SNR;
therefore, fixing t0 = !0.1!techo is a reasonable assump-
tion to save computational costs.

In our analysis, we also consider the best fit of the ini-
tial phase of the template "ini, which is different from
the previous studies [16, 18], so it might be inappropri-
ate to compare the results directly. However, we also an-
alyze echo signals using the same template as in Abedi
et al. [16] and probably with the same condition for the
analysis, the results and comparison to those given by
Westerweck et al. [18] are shown in Appendix A 1. We
additionally analyze the O2 events with this template,
which gives similar p-value as that of O1 events. Results
are shown in Appendix A 2.

We show the detail of the behavior of SNR in Fig. 2 for
the case of the best fit parameters of GW150914 (C01) as
an example. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond
to #2 for combined (Hanford and Livingston), Hanford,
and Livingston, respectively. We can see a peak for the
combined and Livingston cases near T " 1; however,
the peak of the Hanford case is located slightly outside
the interval of Eq. (3.2). The figure shows that #2 os-
cillates slowly against T compared to Fig. 7 in Ref. [16]
because we consider the best fit initial phase of the tem-
plate as well.

To see the effect of including a frequency-independent
phase shift for the reflections as a parameter, we also an-
alyze the case when only the phase inversion is consid-
ered for C01 data. The results are given in Appendix B.
The significance becomes lower if the phase shift is not
fixed, except for GW151226.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have searched for gravitational wave echo signals
for nine binary black hole merger events observed by
advanced LIGO and Virgo during the first and second
observation runs. We assume that the spacetime is en-
tirely Kerr spacetime except that a reflective membrane

Data version

Event C01 C02

GW150914 0.992 0.984

GW151012 0.646 0.882

GW151226 0.276 -

GW170104 0.717 0.677

GW170608 - 0.488

GW170729 - 0.575

GW170814 - 0.472

GW170818 - 0.976

GW170823 - 0.315

Total 0.976 0.921

TABLE II. P-values for each event and total p-value. A hyphen
means that 4096-second of data are not available.
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FIG. 2. Square of signal-to-noise ratio against T # (techo !
tmerger)/!techo. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond

to #2 for combined (Hanford and Livingston), Hanford, and
Livingston, respectively, for the best fit parameter case for
GW150914.

is located near the event horizon radius. We use the tem-
plate waveform given by Nakano et al. [23], in which the
reflection rate and the phase shift at the potential bar-
rier due to the angular momentum are calculated from
Teukolsky equations. We assume a perfect reflection at
the membrane; however, the phase shift at the mem-
brane due to reflection is model dependent, so we as-
sume the frequency-independent phase shift at both the
membrane and the potential barrier as a parameter. The
transmission rate given from the reflection rate strongly
suppresses the lower frequencies contained in the tem-
plate waveform. In addition to the echo parameters, we
maximized the signal-to-noise ratio against the initial
phase of the template. We used adjacent 4096-second
data from open LIGO data for the background estima-
tion, and evaluated the significance by p-values. We
found no significant echo signals within our analysis.
Since the method of analysis is slightly different from

Uchikata+ p values
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES: MANY TOPICS!
• Multi-messenger astronomy

• sites of r-process heavy element production, BNS vs 
NSBH, etc.

• Equation of state of dense nuclear matter
• size of neutron stars; are there phase transitions beyond 

nucleons?
• Cosmology with standard sirens

• Hubble parameter, dark energy equation of state and 
its variation with redshift

• Strong field tests of general relativity
• binary black hole orbital dynamics

• Testing the black hole hypothesis
• BH no-hair theorem, horizon structure, echoes, ...

• New fields and novel compact objects
• ultra-light bosonic fields, axions, boson stars, extremely 

compact objects
• Primordial stochastic backgrounds

• early universe phase transitions, cosmic strings, etc.

29 July 2022Sutton - GW Future Opportunities - Onassis Lectures 2022

3 Overview

Figure 3.1: Central science themes and objectives that will be addressed by Cosmic Explorer. Cosmic
Explorer’s greatly increased sensitivity over today’s detectors provides access to significantlymore sources,
spread out over cosmic time, as well as high-fidelity measurements of strong, nearby sources. §� provides
a more detailed description of the science enabled by Cosmic Explorer. Descriptions and credits for
images to left, from top to bottom: A timeline of the universe, N.R.Fuller, National Science Foundation;
Merging neutron stars, Aurore Simonnet, Sonoma State University; Black hole and mystery object, Alex
Andrix, independent artist and Virgo/EGO.

The gravitational-wave discoveries by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo have opened a
new window on the universe. There is significant international interest in and mobilization
toward developing a next generation of ground-based gravitational-wave observatories capable
of observing gravitational waves throughout the history of star formation and exploring the
workings of gravity at its most turbulent and extreme. Broad and detailed community studies of
thepotential for anetworkof suchobservatories (and its synergywithother types of gravitational-
wave observatories and electromagnetic and astro-particle observatories) have been organized
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Thank You!!

• Prof. Barry Barish
• Prof. Yannis Papamastorakis
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• & Eleftheria!
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